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Medical Faculty of the Chuvash State University 
named after I.N. Ulianov was founded on the 1st of 
September, 1967

Since its foundation faculty 
prepared and graduated about  

20 000  
doctors of different specialities 



Nowadays medical faculty 
is the largest educational 
and scientific complex 
that accomplishes training 
of healthcare 
professionals for 
Healthservice of Chuvash 
Republic, Volga Federal 
District, Russian 
Federation and other 
countries

Medical Faculty of
ChuvSU named after I.N. Ulianov



Currently our faculty educates 

about 6000 students 

from 42 regions of Russian 

Federation and 40 countries 
(Egypt, India, Iraq, Iran, Israel, 
Syria, Marokko, Tunisia, Tajikistan, 
Uzbekistan, Turkmenistan,  
Algeria, Congo, Jordan, etc.).
Tuition is conducted in Russian 
and English languages

Medical Faculty of
ChuvSU named after I.N. Ulianov



Medical faculty is a scientific center

24 departments are included into 
the medical faculty

Annually staff of the medical faculty publish 
articles, textbooks and manuals, invent and 
introduce into practice new methods of 
diagnostics and treatment of different 
diseases

Academic staff of the medical faculty 
regularly travel abroad for participation in 
international conferences with scientific 
reports. They combine teaching with a 
clinical practice.

Educational process is 
provided by more than 

400 teachers, 
about 70% have a degree of 
candidate or doctor of 
medical sciences



Dean of the medical faculty
Doctor of medical 

sciences, professor 
Diomidova Valentina 
Nikolaevna



Vice-deans of medical faculty in 
foreign students affairs

Dr Pavlova Svetlana Ivanovna, 
flavonoid@yandex.ru

Dr Drandrova Elena Gennadievna, 
drandrov@yandex.ru



Curators and group leaders
Group number Group leader Curator

M-11(1)-21ан Абдалла Абделрахман Хуссейн 
Маклуф, +79968528537

Czyganova Yulia 
Vadimovna, 
+79278430011М-11(2)-21ан Абделхафез Амер Али Амер 

Мохамед, +79534483862
M-12(1)-21ан Мохамед Ахмед Нурелдин 

Ахмед, +79003349893
Leont’ev Evgenii 
Anatolievich, 
+79196676555

М-12(2)-21ан Хашем Камел Мустафа Камел, 
89083033531

M-40(1)-21ан ? Semenova Tatiana 
Vitalievna, 
+79278567883

М-40(2)-21ан Юссиф Мина Зареф Заки, 
+79176605260



Curators and group leaders
Group number Group leader Curator

M-13(1)-21ан ? Denisova Elena 
Alekseevna, 
+79196755687

M13(2)-21ан ?

М-41(1)-21ан ?

М-41(2)-21ан ?

М-14(1)-21ан ? Efremova Olga 
Alexandrovna, 
+79373739113

М-14(2)-21ан ?



Curators and group leaders
Group number Group leader Curator

M-15(1)-21ан ? Pavlova Tatiana 
Nikolaevna, 
+79520280070

M15(2)-21ан ?

М-16(1)-21ан ?

Bakina Irina 
Nikolaevna, 
+79176661696

М-16(2)-21ан ?

М-42(1)-21ан ?

М-42(2)-21ан ?



Student Scientific Society

28 
Students  — 
scholarship 

holders 

20-40 
students — 

Winners of the 
Olympics

20 
Scientific 

clubs



Scientific days



Olympics







International affairs 
departmentIn case you have any problems with invitation, visa, 

payment, etc.:

*mezhotd301@mail.ru

*https://vk.com/OTDELMO

* https://www.facebook.com/OTDMEZHOBR

* https://www.instagram.com/UCSU_INAF



*Technical support
In case you have problems with university site:

nadia@chuvsu.ru

PS! In case you don’t know, what is university site:

Lk.chuvsu.ru



*Timetable
*Links for online-lectures:

https://tt.chuvsu.ru/webinar

*Always updated complete timetable:

http://medimy.narod.ru/load/14_raspisanie_zanjatij_
dlja_1_go_kursa/1-1-0-12



*Helping hands
In case you 
just need some 
friendly advice

https://vk.com/
public1998855
83



*We are always ready to 
help!





1. Greet the teachers

2. Clean and ironed coat

3. Timing

4. Attendance

5. Prepare for an every lesson

6. Never argue with teachers



Medicine is of 
all the arts the 
most noble

Hippocrates


